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Season 1 - Episode 0

The Audition

click here to watch the episode

https://youtu.be/gT158g2x__I


ACTIVITY I: MATCHING TYPE
Match the words with the pictures.

a b

c d

1. tape 

2. booth

3. camera

4. TV

WORD LIST



ACTIVITY II: FILL IN THE BLANKS
Complete the sentences. Choose your answer from the word bank.

studio

confession

upgrade

career

producers

1. Tom wants TV _____ to give him a show.  

2. Tom turned his bathroom into a _____
booth.

3. It would hurt Angela’s _____ if she sang one
of her songs in Tom’s audition tape.

4. Tom turned his garage into a _____.

5. Ben thinks their electricity grid needs an
_____.

WORD BANK



ACTIVITY III: IDENTIFICATION
Identify the meaning of each word. 

a. to feel extremely nervous and worried

b. a short performance to show that someone
is suitable for a part in a film, play, or show

c. very important and needs immediate
attention

d. a program that is entertaining rather than
serious 

e. to make a strong, urgent request

WORD LIST



Tiger Elephant

Chicken

ACTIVITY IV: MULTIPLE CHOICE
Choose the letter of the correct answer.

merge surge

verge urge directioninvention

intensionattention

1 2

A/An _____ is a sudden and 
great increase.

A/An _____ is something 
that has never been made 

before. 



trap

flap app

scrap

vicious

genius

gorgeous

genus

A/An _____ is a program 
designed for a particular 

purpose.

A/An _____ is someone 
who has a very great and 
rare natural ability or skill.

3 4



ACTIVITY V: ENUMERATION
Enumerate what is being asked.

What words did Ben use to 
describe his well-rounded 

personality?



ACTIVITY VI: TRUE OR FALSE
Read each statement carefully. Answer TRUE if the statement is correct and FALSE 
if otherwise.

1. Ben is humorous.

2. Hank is called “Honk” in France.

3. Ginger’s role model is Tom.

4. Ben advised Tom to turn his video into a Christmas
audition video.

5. Hank invited Santa to promote Tom’s reality show.



ACTIVITY VII: MULTIPLE CHOICE
Choose the letter of the correct answer.

Who is Tom’s best friend and 
business partner?

1

Angela

Ginger

Hank

Ben

2

Angela Hank

Ginger Ben



How old is Ginger?

3

five

six

seven

eight

Who invited Santa to 
promote Tom’s video?

4

Tom

Hank

Ben

Angela



ACTIVITY VIII: COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS
Answer the questions in complete sentences.

1. What does Tom need a TV producer for?

2. According to Santa, what does Tom need to
make his own reality TV show?

3. Who didn’t sing with Tom and their friends?

4. Where did Angela hide?

5. Who wanted to give Santa a Christmas list?



ACTIVITY IX: DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
Answer the questions in complete sentences.

1. Who do you usually ask help from? Why?

2. Are your friends always there when you need help?

3. What do you dream of becoming or doing one day?

4. How do you plan to make your dreams come true?

5. What important lesson did the story teach you?


